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Priority 2: Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk 

 

Background and key directions 

To cope with increases in intensity of hazards due to climate change and increases in exposure to 

hazards, it has become more important to prepare systems, mechanisms, policies, and legal 

frameworks for disaster risk reduction and strengthen disaster risk governance. The enhancement of 

disaster risk governance requires clear visions, plans, authority, and guidelines, coordination within a 

sector and between sectors, and involvement of stakeholders. In addition, good governance should 

be highly transparent, inclusive, and comprehensive. Moreover, to ensure good governance, it must 

be based on scientific evidence and a collaborative relationship between the science and technology 

community and stakeholders should be built using a “transdisciplinary” and “integrated” approach, 

while keeping in mind that scientific and technological progress has yet to be able to stop both risk 

building and disaster damage from increasing. Particularly in developing countries, dialogue 

between academia sector and policy makers and networking of these two actors should be facilitated 

more rigorously by means of local languages widely used by citizens in the area. 

Through this process, science should be promoted to play a greater role in local and national 

platforms for disaster risk reduction and should become capable of providing scientific evidence for 

making policy decisions according to responsibilities and authority clearly defined in the legal 

framework of each country. Disaster risk assessment should also be institutionalized to promote 

planning and development with good understanding of possible socio-economic and environmental 

impacts of disaster risks on the country. An institutional framework should be established to use risk 

assessment for decision making.  

 

Recommendations 

1. Science should be promoted to play a greater role in local and national platforms for 

disaster risk reduction by encouraging dialogue between academia sector and policy 

makers and strengthening a network linking academia sector and policy makers. 

 The Third World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction in 2015 agreed that each country should 

coordinate and improve its local and national frameworks to mainstream and integrate efforts in 

disaster risk reduction such as preparing laws, regulations and public policies in compliance with the 

Sendai Framework. To implement such laws, regulations and public policies, decisions must be 

made based on scientific evidence to ensure accountability. For policy makers to make evidence-

based decisions, the science sector of each country should provide them with information derived 

from scientific evidence in a readily applicable form, and advise policy makers to use science and 

technology in decision making. National platforms and local platforms for disaster risk reduction 

should play a vital role to achieve these goals. 
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Well-defined plans to enhance the role of science should be developed to promote the use of 

scientific knowledge at local and national platforms for disaster risk reduction; for example, 

academia sector should select and present good practices and lessons learned from past events for 

policy-decision makers, and they should also provide a briefing on science for participants in the 

platforms. In addition, to foster closer collaboration between the communities of policy-decision 

makers and science and technology, it is essential to use local languages in these efforts. 

Local and national platforms for disaster risk reduction are expected to play a central role to 

engage not only academia sector and policy makers but also private corporations and groups of 

citizens in more cross-cutting dialogues. Through such dialogue, science and technology should 

assist society in making progress in disaster risk reduction, including planning, development and 

implementation of national strategies and policies, prediction and analysis of disaster risks and 

underlying causes, and communication with citizens about possible risks, based on scientific 

knowledge, using an inclusive approach.  

 

 

2. Disaster risk assessment should be used for decision making by raising scientific 

awareness, understanding possible impacts of disaster risks on society, and 

institutionalizing disaster risk assessment for planning and development. 

New types of disaster risk have emerged due to new hazards such as climate change and progress 

in urbanization and economic activity. In addition, existing risks are still highly threatening to 

society. To reduce all these risks, resilience in economy, society, health and the environment should 

be strengthened. To this end, academia sector, policy makers and citizens should recognize the 

importance of using science and technology in society and understand underlying causes and 

possible impacts of disaster risks on society and economy. In addition, disaster risk assessment 

should be encouraged at the time of making plans and carrying out development. 

To reduce disaster risks, it is indispensable to enforce strict compliance to safety requirements 

defined in existing laws and regulations of different areas such as land use and urban planning, 

architecture, environment and resources management, and public hygiene and safety. However, 

effective enforcement requires the establishment of a system and specific measures and their proper 

operation, which in turn demands good understanding of science and technology by policy-decision 

makers and other stakeholders. This also requires academia sector to create a system which is not 

merely for providing scientific evidence but also for providing it in a way that they can readily 

understand and use it according to their purposes. To facilitate public understanding of regulations 

and standards that are directly related to public livelihoods, these efforts should be made in local 

languages, particularly in developing countries.  


